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ChemML is an open machine learning and informatics program suite that is designed to support and advance the data-driven research paradigm that is currently emerging in the chemical and materials domain. ChemML allows its users to perform various data science tasks and execute machine learning workflows that are adapted specifically for the chemical and materials context. Key features are automation, general-purpose utility, versatility, and user-friendliness in order to make the application of modern data science a viable and widely accessible proposition in the broader chemistry and materials community. ChemML is also designed to facilitate methodological innovation, and it is one of the cornerstones of the software ecosystem for data-driven in silico research outlined in our recent publication\(^1\).
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ChemML is an open machine learning and informatics program suite that is designed to support and advance the data-driven research paradigm that is currently emerging in the chemical and materials domain. ChemML allows its users to perform various data science tasks and execute machine learning workflows that are adapted specifically for the chemical and materials context. Key features are automation, general-purpose utility, versatility, and user-friendliness in order to make the application of modern data science a viable and widely accessible proposition in the broader chemistry and materials community. ChemML is also designed to facilitate methodological innovation, and it is one of the cornerstones of the software ecosystem for data-driven in silico research outlined in Ref. [1].

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the early days of the digital and information age, data science has been transforming every domain discipline, and the chemical and materials fields are no longer an exception [2]. Data-driven research and machine learning (ML) have emerged as promising new thrusts in materials and chemical research, in particular in the wake of the 2011 White House Materials Genome Initiative (MGI) [3] and the 2017 NSF Data-Driven Discovery Science in Chemistry (D3SC) initiative [4], respectively. This new paradigm is causing much excitement for its unique potential to unravel hidden structure-property relationships that govern the behavior of chemical and materials systems, as well as for its ability to yield data-derived surrogate models that are dramatically more efficient than traditional physics-based models [5]. However, as data-driven research is still a young and less-well-established approach, there is a distinct infrastructure gap (especially in chemistry) [6]. Tools and techniques that could facilitate it are often in their early stages or lacking altogether.

As outlined in Ref. [1], we have been developing a software ecosystem that combines computational modeling, virtual high-throughput screening, and big data analytics to tackle this issue. It is comprised of ChemLG [7], a library generator for the definition and enumeration of chemical and materials spaces; ChemHTPS [8], an automated high-throughput in silico screening platform for chemical and materials data generation; ChemBDDB [9], a big data database template for chemical and materials data storage; and ChemML [10] , an ML and informatics program package for chemical and materials data mining.

The paper at hand provides a detailed introduction of ChemML and our development efforts since 2014. In Sec. II, we will explain the purpose and design philosophy that ChemML is built upon and Sec. III discusses the classes of core tasks at its heart. Sec. IV covers ChemML’s architecture and implementation, Sec. V provides a description of methodological advancements and summarizes applications of ChemML, and Sec. VI offers conclusions and an outlook on future developments.

II. DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

ChemML is designed as a toolbox for the use of data science in the chemical and materials domain. Its capabilities include the validation, analysis, mining, and modeling of chemical and materials data sets (both of modest and large size, including those generated by ChemHTPS) using state-of-the-art ML and informatics methodology. Its primary purpose is to extract hidden structure-property relationships, which are a prerequisite for the generation of data-derived prediction models, hyperscreening studies, accelerated discovery, rational de-
While many individual components of data science workflows are openly available, there is currently no comprehensive end-to-end solution that is ready for use in real-world, every-day work of chemists and material scientists, in particular not without expert training and coding efforts. ChemML adapts, interfaces, and integrates techniques as well as expertise from chemistry, materials, and data science to create a value-added new tool that enables and advances data-driven research. A key consideration in ChemML’s design is to prioritize accessibility to non-expert users, so that ML methodology can readily be employed by interested research practitioners. ChemML provides abstracted ML workflows for general-purpose use, broad scope, and wide range of applicability combined with automation and user-friendliness. At the same time, we allow all settings to be tailored and customized to keep ChemML relevant for more experienced users. ChemML is open source and distributed under the permissive 3-clause BSD license.

ChemML is written in Python and its design and implementation follows that of an open-software infrastructure, allowing for a sustainable development, evolution, and deployment. It is strictly modular and object-oriented, and it takes advantage of available open-source libraries to avoid ‘reinventing the wheel’ and to harness their excellent performance. In addition to serving as a production-level tool, ChemML is also designed as a development platform and testbed for ML methods and techniques. It allows us to systematically, rapidly, and efficiently test the efficacy and performance of available methodology in the chemical context as well as of original contributions that we are introducing in the course of our work.

With this overall design philosophy we seek to reproduce the game-changing influence that the rise of computational chemistry program packages with similar characteristics have had on making modeling and simulation such ubiquitous techniques in today’s research landscape.

III. CORE TASKS

A typical supervised ML scenario, which ChemML is designed to tackle, is the creation of a data-derived prediction model [5]. The latter can be thought of as a complex mathematical operation \( f : X \rightarrow Y \) that learns a mapping from input \( x \in X \) onto an output \( y \in Y \), where \( x \) in this context is the feature representation of a chemical or materials system and \( y \) is its target property (or other characteristic). If the variable \( y \) is continuous (numerical), then the mapping is a regression; if it is discrete (categorical), then it is a classification. An ML algorithm defines model \( f \) and optimizes all its parameters to approximate the output \( y \) for a given input \( x \), i.e., the algorithm minimizes the prediction error of a model by training it on available data. We can also express the feature representation as a function \( g : M \rightarrow X \). It maps a compound’s basic chemical representation \( m \in M \) to the feature input \( x \) (i.e., a set of descriptors). A typical ML workflow encompasses a number of steps [11], including the parsing, cleaning, and preprocessing of a chemical data set \( \{ M, Y \} \); the generation of an appropriate feature representation via \( g \); and the training, validation, and evaluation of model \( f \). All these basic components and more sophisticated ones are provided by ChemML in the form of canned methods for ease of use, similar to domain-independent libraries such as scikit-learn [12].

In the following, we give a brief overview of the types of methods that are covered by each of the core task classes shown in Fig. 1, and we mention notable innovation as well as key third-party libraries ChemML utilizes in these tasks:

Input/Output (I/O): ChemML provides several methods to read and parse input files (e.g., containing data sets, libraries of molecules, or trained models) in various formats and store the outputs of ChemML’s operations. ChemML uses Numpy and Pandas libraries for the majority of basic data manipulation tasks. It provides three main classes to manipulate the chemical information of molecular or crystal structures. These classes are supported by the popular cheminformatics codes OpenBabel [13], RDKit [14], and Magpie [15].

Represent: The choice of feature representation is one of the most important aspects of an ML approach and an obvious place to infuse the physics of a given data set into the desired model. ChemML includes implementations of numerous feature representation methods, including Coulomb matrix [16], bag-of-bonds [17], local atomic and bond features for deep learning (DL) [18], interfaces for RDKit fingerprints and molecular descriptors from Dragon [19], as well as a Python reimplementation of all composition-based and crystal-structure-based features available in the Magpie library. It also covers our original work on fingerprint and feature engineering.

Prepare: The data preparation techniques in ChemML allow us to alleviate issues associated with one-
to-many and many-to-one mappings. They also allow us to remove redundant or otherwise irrelevant features using feature transformation and feature selection techniques.

**Model:** To date, our focus in developing ChemML has been on supervised ML techniques. For core ML tasks in the creation of these models, we utilize popular and efficient libraries including scikit-learn, Tensorflow [20], and Keras [21]. This task class also includes crucial facilities for model assessment, validation, and evaluation. The original model contributions developed and maintained within ChemML include physics-informed DL architectures and pre-tuned ML models for the prediction of particular molecular properties.

**Optimize:** This task class provides methods to quantify and improve both the accuracy and reliability of predictions. We can optimize a given model in hyper-parameter space using a coarse grid search or evolutionary algorithm. In addition, ML design methodologies such as active learning (AL) and transfer learning (TL) are available to enhance the efficiency of the exploration of compound space. (We detail the implementation of these techniques as examples for methodological innovation in the Sec. V.) The available optimization methods link to other elements of an ML workflow and ChemML allows us to automatize the modeling of specified search spaces.

**Visualize:** Data visualization methods that help facilitate a better comprehension of the modeling results are available via a separate module, which builds on the Matplotlib and Seaborn libraries for key visualization elements. These elements are accessible as part of any ML workflow.

---

**IV. ARCHITECTURE AND IMPLEMENTATION**

ChemML incorporates a host of methods to support the core tasks introduced in the previous section and it stages them as constituent elements of ML workflows. As shown in Fig. 2, we distinguish methods for which an implementation is publicly available and those for which it is not. The former include commercial software, open-source libraries, and public code repositories, and they are either directly embedded (in particular in case of the core libraries) or accessed through plug-in interfaces. The latter include methods by others that are published in the literature, but for which no (public) implementation is available, as well as new methods that are being developed by us as original contributions. In the original contributions we distinguish between established methods that we adapt to the chemistry context and entirely novel methods we develop from scratch. All newly implemented code forms ChemML Library. ChemML Library also includes public code repositories that do not feature a standard structure and are thus not readily amenable for bindings. Parallel processing is available for the majority of these methods to leverage multi-processors hardware architectures and accelerate large-scale studies. ChemML Library and all available third-party libraries and codes are tied together via ChemML Wrapper, which serves as the overarching framework and driver for the ChemML package. ChemML Wrapper enables us to build and run arbitrarily complex workflows comprised of the available methods. Its workflow prototyping capability is comparable to the KNIME platform [22], however, it also provides a high-level interface to many libraries (including ChemML), and it is specifically tailored for chemical and materials research. In contrast to common symbolic programming approaches (e.g., the Tensorflow architecture), ChemML Wrapper does not require the user to code.

As shown in Fig. 3, the ML workflows correspond to computation graphs with nodes and edges. The nodes represent computation units (i.e., the available methods), and the edges the flow of data between the connected nodes via embedded input/output tokens. The computation graphs can be generated by means of input files or a Jupyter notebook graphical user interface (GUI). ChemML Wrapper also provides a library of abstracted workflow templates for common ML problem settings and of previous studies by us and others. These templates can be used as included or as starting points for the creation of modified and customized workflows. ChemML Wrapper offers safeguards, sanity checks, and warnings if a new workflow is inconsistent with best practices or inappropriate for a given data set, or if a trained model is applied to make predictions outside its applicability domain. ChemML Wrapper also provides statistical analyses of prediction results and meta-ML facilities to establish guidelines and the foundations for an expert recommendation system for a field that cannot draw on decades of experience (and thus often resorts to suboptimal ad hoc choices).

As ChemML Wrapper is tasked with providing extensibility, consistency, and flexible glue code functionality, it faces two main challenges, i.e., licenses and maintenance. To address the former, ChemML Wrapper only binds to the front-end of external packages (e.g., Dragon, RDKit, OpenBabel) and provides rea-
FIG. 3. Toy workflow/computation graph used in ChemML. (a) Plot of the computation graph with corresponding Python code (b) and input file (c); (d) shows the structure of a computation unit and (e) an example of its implementation in the Jupyter notebook graphical user interface (GUI). We stress that actual ML workflows are considerably more involved than this simplistic toy example.

reasons to automation and support for licensing, installation, and citation issues. We tackle the maintainability challenge by bundling the external open-source libraries, and creating a central database of method and interface attributes (i.e., the meta data) to (semi-)automatically modify ChemML Wrapper (including its documentation pages and web application widgets) after each update of the dependencies. Moreover, all methods accessible by ChemML Wrapper are tagged by their package and task names, and they are imported on demand.

ChemML’s modular structure enables its role as a development platform and testing ground for methodological innovation. ChemML Library makes it easy to add new methods, and ChemML Wrapper’s flexibility allows us to bypass the tedious process of testing new ideas by writing standalone prototype implementations. ChemML Wrapper offers facilities for the automated testing and benchmarking of these new methods against many existing ones with essentially no overhead in human time. Those that are competitive or that offer other benefits (e.g., interpretability, efficiency) become part of the release branch of ChemML Library and are thus directly accessible to the user.

V. METHODOLOGICAL INNOVATION AND APPLICATION STUDIES

Adapting ML techniques and algorithms from other application domains and introducing entirely new approaches for the study of chemical and material problems requires a substantial rethinking and redevelopment of existing ML methodology [23–26]. Our recent development efforts include methods that improve accuracy and efficiency by closing the loop of data modeling and molecular design, i.e., by going beyond the mere creation of ML prediction models. The following examples are three highlights of new classes of methods:

Active learning (AL): ChemML provides AL methods [27] that allow us to minimize the data set size needed to train a data-derived prediction model of a given accuracy or maximize its accuracy for a given number of data points. This is an important capability as data generation (either via experiments and physics-based modeling) is often expensive, making it a common bottleneck in data-driven research. AL is based on smart and deliberate sampling that identifies data points with the highest information yield and thus impact on the training of an ML model. For this, it assesses the uncertainty of a given model with respect to its training input.

ChemML provides a number of different model-based AL approaches (including the query-by-committee and expected-model-change strategies [28]) that can be applied on a pool of unlabeled data points (see Fig. 4). The ChemML implementation supports any type of DL model that is built using the Keras interface. It also supports batch selection of data points based on the estimated impact of previously selected data with no extra query or training overhead. An interactive implementation allows the user to deposit or ignore queries based on direct feedback from experiment or simulation. The available AL approaches can be used simultaneously with no extra cost.

Transfer learning (TL): ChemML provides TL methods [29] that allow us, e.g., to generate high-quality data-derived prediction models using a combination of lower-quality (cheap) training data and a small set of high-quality (expensive) data that by itself would be insufficient for this task. This is another approach to alleviate the data generation issue as a limiting factor by reducing its cost or the number of data points needed to obtain an ML model of a desired accuracy. TL essentially allows us to learn the mapping from a lower-quality
FIG. 4. The process of applying a model-based active learning (AL) strategy to a pool of unlabeled candidates as implemented in ChemML. After initializing the training and test sets randomly, an ensemble of deep learning (DL) models score unlabeled candidates in a sequential or batch selection format to query one or several new data points that promise to improve the model the most.

to a high-quality model and transfer the tuned parameters from the former to the latter (see Fig. 5). ChemML features an implementation of TL design methodologies for DL models to facilitate this type of task. We employ uncertainty qualification as a measure of prediction confidence and analyses of distribution shifts for the retraining of models.

FIG. 5. The process of applying transfer learning (TL) from a DL model 1 for target property \( \alpha \) based on a large set of lower-quality data to a more accurate model 2 based on a small set of high-quality data.

Auto machine learning (AML): One of the critical steps in any ML approach is the selection of hyper-parameters that define the employed model and its components (cf. Fig. 1). The choice of hyperparameters (in particular those associated with representation, preparation, and modeling) for a given problem setting can have a dramatic impact on the quality of a resulting model’s predictive performance. Given that hyperparameters can assume both discrete and continuous values, the hyperparameter space does not have well-defined gradients, which precludes many common optimization algorithms. Primitive techniques such as brute-force grid searches are available in ChemML, but will either remain coarse or become prohibitively demanding due to the curse of dimensionality. ChemML also features a fully customizable evolutionary algorithm to automatize the hyperparameter selection [30]. It is implemented via a real-coded genetic algorithm that can efficiently navigate the complex hyperparameter space to minimize the prediction errors. ChemML provides customizations for each of the genetic operators (crossover, mutation, and selection) to give the user enhanced flexibility and to guide the search in a preferred direction. We use AML as the basis for the before-mentioned meta-ML, i.e., we machine learn best (initial) approaches, settings, defaults, and other recommendations for ML work on particular types of application problems and data sets. These insights allow us to better harness the potential of ML, i.e., by pursuing models with the smallest possible prediction errors and computing time demands.

ChemML features other methodological innovation, e.g., in the areas of physics-infused neural network architectures, learned features, local domain models, training set design, on-the-fly assessment of learning curves [31], chemical pattern recognition [32], etc., that we will describe elsewhere.

We have been employing ChemML in a number of real-world application studies, both for the creation of data-derived prediction models and chemical pattern recognition. These studies include discovery and design projects for new high-refractive-index polymers for optical applications [30–35], deep eutectic solvents for supercapacitors [36], and organic semiconductors for photovoltaics and other applications [37, 38] (using data of the Harvard Clean Energy Project [39–43]).

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

Data intensive studies are an increasingly common occurrence in the chemistry and materials domain, and many in the community are interested in testing the utility of ML and in incorporating it into their regular work. However, the majority of tools — as far as these exist — is still technically involved, inaccessible, or otherwise unavailable to the community at large. A related concern is the quality and reproducibility of studies that rely on them. In this paper, we introduced the design and major elements of the open-source ML program package ChemML that seeks to overcome some of these shortcomings and limitations, and to facilitate the broader dissemination of cutting-edge techniques in an automated, yet flexible and customizable, format. ChemML makes an effort to reach non-expert users for which the novelty of ML research may be daunting, and to help share best practices and guidelines.

Our plans for the future development of ChemML include adding new methodological contributions as well as
workflows by us and other; augmenting the access to the domain-independent core libraries and their functionality to reflect the rapid advances in this field; further closing the loop between the diverse elements of ML and the domain science [44]; gaining and encapsulating experience in how to make ML work in the chemical and materials context [45]; and further improving user-friendliness (e.g., via an interactive GUI, expanded expert system capabilities, and cloud-based deployment). We will also advance the development of the overarching framework ChemEco that binds the different components of our software ecosystem [1] together and allows them to interact directly. Our long-term vision is to enable the fully automated exploration of compound space that supports the accelerated discovery and rational design of next-generation chemistry and materials [46, 47].
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